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What Is the Issue?

8bitstudio’s primary issues are a labor-intensive business model that relies on highly skilled developers

and a concentrated revenue stream. Currently 99% of revenue comes from high-end, hyper-custom websites for

medium and large businesses and government entities. By only working with medium to large businesses in1

Minnesota (and surrounding states), 8bitstudio (8bit) is missing out on a massive opportunity: small businesses.

This area of the market in Minnesota alone is made up of over 500,000 small businesses.  2

Forbes notes that “small businesses should work on the flexibility of structures and costs to make them

viable and competitive.” Appealing to these audiences with 8bitFlex would allow 8bit to grow its team3

affordably with designers rather than technically skilled coders, while diversifying the company’s revenue

stream and gaining more market share.

The Overarching Goal

The goal of this plan is to create more brand awareness around 8bit and its small business solution. 8bit

can diversify its revenue stream by marketing its small business subscription product 8bitFlex, a hybrid

template that gives small businesses a flexible, well-designed, customizable and secure website without the high

cost of a completely custom website. This would allow 8bit more flexibility in hiring decisions and give his

3 Forbes Coaches Council, 15 Trends That Are Expected To Drive Small Business In 2021, Forbes, Dec. 11, 2020

2 U.S. Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy, Minnesota Small Business Profile, 2020

1 Interview with 8bitstudio CEO Matthew Schroeder, September 2021
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team a break from the current heavy workload of highly customized sites. To achieve this goal, 8bit should

promote and market 8bitFlex to local small businesses, who otherwise would not think they can afford

8bitstudio’s services. Additionally, 8bit should engage in more social media and grassroots marketing. Cultura

Collective recommends a communication campaign to raise brand and product awareness in the small business

community both where 8bitstudio is located (Hutchinson, MN) and in the Twin Cities, where many of its

current clients are as well. 

Target Audience Overview
4567

The target audience for 8bitFlex is educated, either by years in their respective industry, formal education or

both. They don’t make decisions lightly. They do their research and choose the best option available. They are

not website savvy, so they hire people who they believe are experts, and trust those they hire to steer them in the

right direction. These professionals are looking to differentiate themselves online with updated technology and8

8 Interview with 8bitstudio CEO Matthew Schroeder, September 2021

7 https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/?menuItem=d102dcb7-e8a1-42cd-a04e-ee442f81505a

6 http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/ustypes/thinkers.shtml

5 https://www.guidantfinancial.com/small-business-trends/

4https://www.sba.gov/sites/default/files/advocacy/2018-Small-Business-Profiles-MN.pdf
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design. They struggle to find the right fit for their organization as they grow from their “survive” website to a

“thrive” website. This audience tends to understand that websites are imperative for small businesses to

generate brand awareness, build rapport with potential customers, and close sales.  9

Positioning

8bitFlex, the new customizable,

flexible template product and

subscription service, is significantly

less expensive than its fully

customized packages. This new

product starts at $2,400 for the

initial design and setup, plus $250

per month for secure web hosting,

maintenance, and updates.

8bit’s largest local competitors in

this new market are Mankato,

Rocket55, and Vivid Image. 8bitFlex

is competitively priced and uses the

most up-to-date features.

Additionally, 8bit gives their clients

the personal touch of a small shop.

9 Bizmap, Why Website Is Important For Small Business, Feb. 2, 2020
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Key Benefits

The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), a communication theory based on persuasion, grounds the

campaign’s motives to share the key benefits of becoming an 8bitsFlex subscriber. Message receivers who

perceive a higher degree of relevance to the message’s topic become motivated to inspect its contents in the

hopes of making the correct decision.10111213

These objectives and key benefits support 8bit’s “Big Idea” that small businesses can have affordable, expertly

designed websites that make a big impression to bolster their brands while providing peace-of-mind.

13 Bilgihan,  A.  (2016).  Gen  Y  customer  loyalty  in  online shopping:  An  integrated  model  of  trust,  user  experience  and  branding.  Computers  in Human
Behavior,  61,  103-113.  10.1016/j.chb.2016.03.014

12 Pengnate,  S.  (.,  &  Sarathy,  R.  (2017).  An  experimental investigation  of  the  influence  of  website  emotional  design  features  on  trust  in  unfamiliar online
vendors.  Computers  in  Human  Behavior,  67,  49-60.  10.1016/j.chb.2016.10.018

11 https://www.verisign.com/assets/Research-small-business-september2013.pdf?inc=www.verisigninc.com&cmp=blog

10 Stiff, J. B., & Mongeau, P. A. (2016). Persuasive Communication, Third Edition (3rd ed.. Guilford Publications).
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Key Messages

The following key messages align 8bit’s communication strategy with a central theme–that 8bit’s skills

and expertise, customer focus, and passion for Minnesota small businesses differentiate them from the

competition, positioning them as the best option for the target audience’s web design needs :14

Key message #1 It only takes 0.05 seconds for a customer to form an impression of your website . Our15

quality-obsessed team builds sites that make incredible impressions—from a customer’s first
visit to their 99th. “The website’s design has impressed users and given our company a
sophisticated online presence,” Randi Clark, RanJohn Consulting.16

Key message #2 We shine when you shine. As a fellow small business, our passion for helping Minnesota
businesses grow shows in every website we build. “They were genuinely passionate about our
project, which showed through in the final product.” Leigh Wendinger, August Schell Brewing
Company.17

Key message #3 Our attractive, user-friendly, and ultra-secure websites increase the awareness and credibility
of your brand . Following an 8bitstudio site revamp, RanJohn Consulting’s website had18

higher traffic, longer website visits, and more leads.19

Communication

Objectives

The "Small Business. Big

Impression." campaign will establish

messages that communicate the key

benefits of purchasing an 8bitFlex

website and subscription, and serve

to differentiate 8bit from the

competition.

19 https://clutch.co/profile/8bitstudio#reviews

18 Braddy, P. W., Meade, A. W., & Kroustalis, C. M. (2008). Online recruiting: The effects of organizational familiarity, website usability, and website attractiveness on
viewers’ impressions of organizations. Computers in Human Behavior, 24(6), 2992–3001. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2008.05.005

17 https://clutch.co/profile/8bitstudio#reviews

16 https://clutch.co/profile/8bitstudio#reviews

15 Laja, P. April 30, 2019. First Impressions Matter: Why Great Visual Design Is Essential. CXL.

14 O’Sullivan, G.A., Yonkler, J.A., Morgan, W., and Merritt, A.P. (March 2003). A Field Guide to Designing a Health Communication Strategy, Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health/Center for Communication Programs
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Audience Barriers

● Lack of  website design knowledge.Many of these professionals don’t understand that they can

have an affordable, high-quality design and secure website without blowing their budget on something

very custom. Those who are aware of this barrier are paralyzed by the varied options in a saturated web

developer market that has little to no standard for entry.20 21

● Budget. While they are interested in upgrading their websites, they are also still working with a

mid-range budget that doesn’t allow for many mistakes. These small businesses need the most bang for

their buck. 

Small businesses that work with 8bit will gain peace of mind and a website that allows their brand to

stand out from their competition, improving customer loyalty and market penetration. 

Audience Benefits (or, WIIFM?)

Businesses that choose 8bitFlex will benefit from a secure, well-designed website that stands out from

the competition; a website that delivers improved user experience, resulting in increased customer loyalty; a

website with strong SEO, leading to increased brand awareness and web traffic. Additionally, these businesses22

won’t be treated like small fish in a big pond. The team at 8bit will provide the same quality and service to

small businesses as it does with larger businesses, even going as far as to provide education to 8bitFlex clients

so they will be more knowledgeable and savvy agents of their organization with regards to websites and digital

marketing.

Through these benefits, small businesses will better understand the investment in building a website

beyond the cookie cutter options provided by SquareSpace and other similar big box website factories, shifting

their focus from “survive” to “thrive” options for their brand.

22 Galov, Nick (n.d.). A Dive Into the Ocean of Web Design Statistics. Hosting Tribunal.

21 BrainStation.com. (n.d.). How Hard Is It to Become a Web Developer?

20 Galov, Nick (n.d.). A Dive Into the Ocean of Web Design Statistics. Hosting Tribunal.
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Channels & Partnerships

Several channels will be utilized to support this communication plan. These are broken down below

according to outcomes. Additionally, there will be a focus on engaging new partnerships within the business

community.

To Support Outcome 1: Increase in 8bitstudio’s digital presence and productivity online

●   Web Search Portals, where advertisements can pull customers in while they are actively looking to

improve their business23

● Social Media, specifically Instagram and LinkedIn, which allows for rich, engaging content that has a

longer lifespan compared to other platforms24

To Support Outcome 2: Increase presence in the local business community through business partnerships

● Chamber of  Commerce, where 8bit can engage new business associates at events and host mixers

● Small Business Networking, to engage directly and build relationships with the target audience

Activities & Budget

Choosing the right activities that align with the communication plan budget is crucial to a successful

campaign. The following activities have been broken down to provide the most productive use of the budget.

24 Symonds, Julie. (n.d.). Lifespan of Social Media Posts in 2021: How Long Do They Last? The Refinery.

23 Clifford, C. (2017, September 14). Is PPC Better for Small Businesses than Traditional Advertising? Locallogy.
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Plan Implementation

Paid search, social media and networking activities will take place across a four-month campaign with

pre- and post-campaign periods.

Activity 1:   Pay Per Click Search

Engine Ads

PPC ads can pull customers in while

they are actively looking to improve

their business.

Activity 2: Social Media

Campaign

The social media campaign will feature

8bitstudio flex client testimonials and

educational content. The goal is to 1)

promote strong marketing and web

presence of 8bit clients (via testimonials

and educational content). 2) that will

result in additional followers, and 3)

conversion of potential clients. Content

will be posted on the 8bitstudio Instagram account.
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Activity 3: Engage Business

Partners & Attend and Host

Networking Events

Networking with local chambers

of commerce and young

professional organizations will

increase 8bit visibility and

potential referrals.

Summary

This communication plan will allow 8bitstudio to expand how and with whom it does business. It

broadens the capabilities of the brand and it reengages small businesses, which were the backbone of the

8bitstudio brand at its inception. Additionally, it reinforces 8bit’s commitment to its community, enhancing and

creating deeper connections. Finally, it resolves the revenue stream and labor intensive bottleneck 8bitstudio has

been facing over the past several years.
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Appendix: Sample Materials

Below is an example of a social media post to be used in the 8bitFlex social media testimonial campaign

(Activity 2) in support of increasing brand awareness.
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The following is an example of a social media post to be used in the 8bitFlex social media educational content

campaign (Activity 2) in support of increasing brand awareness and establishing 8bit as a credible partner for

small businesses.
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The following is an example of a mixer invitation to be used in the 8bitFlex networking campaign (Activity 3)

in support of increasing brand awareness in the local business community and generating referrals.
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